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Volume: 50 Questions 

 

 

Question No : 1 

Which three best practice statements are true regarding permissions and privileges? (Choose three).  

 

A. Access rights should not be assigned on a user-by-user basis.  

 

B. Use deny statements to specify the access rights of a group of users.  

 

C. After installation, update the passwords for the default users to prevent security breaches.  

 

D. Use a test installation to ensure correct relationships between Users and Groups,  

 

Answer: A,B,D  

 

 

Question No : 2  

Which three statements about replicate permissions on a resource are true? (Choose three).  

 

A. The replication rights are evaluated bottom-up in the node tree.  

 

B. The allow replication rights has higher precedence than deny replication rights.  

 

C. To grant replication rights to a user on any resource, user has to have read permissions 

for/etc/replication, /bin.  

 

D. The allow replication rights has lower precedence than deny replication rights.  

 

Answer: B,C,D  

 

 

Question No : 3  

When configuring a custom log file on a production publish instance, which two statements are true? 

(Choose two).  

 

A. Web Console url http://<aemhost>:<port>/system/console/slinglog provides information about Sling 

Logging.  

 

B. Always start with the log level DEBUG on the production server to get more information.  

 

C. Create a run mode based on Apache Sling Logging Logger configuration for publish run mode as 

org.apache.sling.commons.log.LogManager.factory.config-<identlfier>.  
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D. The physical location of the custom log file is NOT relative to the crx-quickstart folder.  

 

Answer: C,D  

 

 

Question No : 4  

Which command would you enter in your CQ Component script to get the template path of an AEM page 

in publish instance?  

 

A. Properties-get("cq:temp|ate"/-);  

 

B. Page.getTemplate();  

 

C. Page.getTemplate().getPath();  

 

D. resource.getTemplate.getPath();  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 5  

What isthe correct way to use clientlibs with Sightly?  

 

A. <meta data-sly-template="${clientLib.all@ categories=,your.cllentlib,}”data-sly-unwrap></meta>  

 

B. <meta data-sly-call="${clientLib.all @ categories-,your.clientlib,}M data-sly-unwrap></meta>  

 

C. <meta data-sly-use-"${clientLib.all @ categorfes^'your.clientlib'}" data-sly-unwrap></meta> 

 

D. <meta data-sly-include=n${clientLib.all @ categories='your.cllentlib'}" data-sly-unwrap></meta>  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 6  

How do you specify the dependency of Junit with any version greater than or equal to 3.8?  
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A. Exhibit A  

 

B. Exhibit B  

 

C. Exhibit C  

 

D. Exhibit D  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 7  

Which statement regarding an AEM instance started with author run-mode is correct?  

 

A. Author run-mode CANNOT be used to preview a website,  

 

B. The side-kick does NOT appear in the author mode,  

 

C. The run-mode can be changed to publish after installation,  

 

D. The run-mode CANNOT be changed to publish after installation.  

 

Answer: C  
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Question No : 8  

You create annt:unstructured node inside the apps in CRXDE Lite and then you create a folder inside the 

apps and click save. What is the expected behavior?  

 

A. The folder and nt:unstructured node, none of them will get saved.  

 

B. The folder will get saved after refreshing the apps.  

 

C. The folder and nt:unstructured node, both will get saved.  

 

D. The folder will get saved.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 9  

What are three causes if Dispatcher stopped updating cache files in the cache directory on the Webserver? 

(Choose three).  

 

A. The request to the page in question contain query string parameters.  

 

B. The request to the page in question has authorization headers and dispatcher.any does not contain 

\allowAuthorized.  

 

C. Dispatcher Flush agent is disabled on publish instance.  

 

D. The request URI of the page in question should always start with /content.  

 

Answer: A,B,D  

 

 

Question No : 10  

Which property should be used to find the repository where the configuration changes made in the Web 

Console are saved?  

 

A. Persistent Identity (PID)  

 

B. Reference Repository  

 

C. Component.id  

 

D. Component.name  
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Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 11  

Which two URLs will show the server logs? (Choose two.)  

 

A. http://{server}/system/console/status-slinglogs  

 

B. http://{server}/system/console/slinglog  

 

C. http://{server}/bin/crxde/logs  

 

D. http://{server}/system/console/logs  

 

Answer: B,C  

 

 

Question No : 12  

Which three statements are true when an AEM author instance is started in debug mode? (Choose three.)  

 

A. When AEM starts in debug mode, it does not force JVM to fork a separate process.  

 

B. AEMstarts with -Xdebug option (e.g;java -Xdebug -Xnoagent -Djava.compiler=NONE 

-Xmnjdwp:transport=dt_socket,server=y,suspend=n/address=30303–jaraem6~autbor-p4502).  

 

C. AEM starts with an option -debug (e.g; Java -jaraem6-author-p4502 -debug 30303) from command 

line.  

 

D. When AEM starts in debug mode, it forces JVM to fork a process.  

 

Answer: A,C,D  

 

 

Question No : 13  

Where are ACL node permissions for a node stored in the JCR?  

 

A. They are stored as ACL permission in the groups under /home/groups  

 

B. They are stored as ACL permissions in the user node under/home/users  

 

C. They are stored as rep:policy node under the same node  

 

D. They are stored inside the template node under/etc/designs  
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